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Introduction to the subject
‘Architecture after architecture’1 is a collaborative investigation to the practice of architecture and the role of the
architect in relation to the theme of climate emergency, which demands adjustments and implications to the human behaviors, economic systems, and social structures. The study examines how the role of the architect must
adapt to these demands and be capable of coping with democracies in flux and matters that erupt from climate
and environmental emergencies.

In reference to the following projects that will be introduced, the
architectural role and its duties have been implemented to tackle
climate emergency demands such as low carbon footprint resourcing, sustainable design, and environmental awareness.
‘Verzendaccommodatie’2, a conceptual student accommodation
design for the Amsterdam University College aims towards the recycling of shipping containers as a framework structure. This construct includes a masterplan on which its contextual space influences the usability and design of the site, alongside the solo usage of
recycled and recyclable materials such as timber, shipping containers and locally sourced ceramics.
‘Mind. Park’3 is yet another conceptual design based in Fish Island,
London curated to provide mental and general health services to
the local area. Its masterplan allocates a vast and dense green park
for the purpose of a city-retreat approach and a structured communal centre, on which a green roof and other sustainable approaches
were applied.
‘Unfold’, a performance conceived towards the ‘Carnival of Crises’,
2021 in the aim of tackling the unethical act of mass-harvesting
and over-consumerism. The execution of this performance was rehearsed to provide an emotional impact on the audience via the
use of loud sound, drama, and hostility, and then concluded with a
public show in the middle of Trafalgar Square, London. The props
used during the performance resembled materials on which the
humans have found to be ‘sustainable’ yet their act of blinded and
deaf production for consumerism has unveiled it to be quite the
opposite.
The ‘Portable Eco-System’ product is an experiment to how natural resources are put out of context by humans to recreate and
re-enact environments and eco-systems. The MDF box resembles
a seamless and pleasant outcome on which these elements (bamboo, pine, moonlight, and slug slime) disturb its perfection while
still admired by the human multisensory mind – the rough touch of
the bamboo, the strong smell of pine, the brightness of moonlight
and the viscous slug slime would all impact the audience in various
ways.
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Sustainable Design
Although climate emergency needs were taken into consideration on all previously mentioned projects, some have
been further criticised for their lack of understatement or to have been used as a ‘green-wash’ method to overlook
the necessary requirements to a sustainable design: ‘Verzendaccommodatie’ has had an enormous influence
from the recycling methods of unsustainable materials such as the shipping containers used within its structure
(Figure 1). Given that these containers would have had to be dropped on site from an external source, as there
are no local ports to the allocated site, its carbon footprint would drastically increase. The metal used for the staircasing and handrailing are also intended to be recycled, nonetheless the process of reusing the metal from the
containers’ offcuts is highly carbon-gas emitting. This to understand that recycling materials may not always be the
most sustainable approach when these must be outsourced and introduced into a differentiated context.

Figure 1 | Verzendaccommodatie; Facade

The same goes for the ‘Portable Eco-System’ where an environmental understanding was initiated by analysing the context of the
materials proposed. The process of taking these natural elements,
such as the bamboo, out of their context consequently disrupts
their cultural value, which is created from the element’s origin and
the society that it grows within.

Figure 2 | Mind. Park; Isometric masterplan

For ‘Mind. Park’: the sustainable approach of context understanding, the usage of locally sourced materials, the green cladding
methods and systems of health care towards locals, have been critically compared to the practices of ‘green-washing’ and overlooking
the true concept of sustainable design. However, the choice for the
structure’s cladding main material emerges from a contextual study
on the local usage of brick and the green-roofing concept derivates
from a design strategy for a seamless blend over the masterplan
park (Figure 2).
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Speculative Conclusion
With this, my speculative aim of an architect’s practice is to understand and exercise the concept of sustainability.
‘Sustainability poses a massive challenge to building design’1 as buildings consume around half the world’s energy which contributes a great load to the carbon emissions that are thought to be accountable for global warming.
Acknowledging the importance of sustainability on the design process is crucial for a healthy outcome - that means
considering the aspects of cultural heritage, values and traditions of the proposed site, to accommodate all characteristics available and express support to the local habits. Sustainable design thrives from the ability to adapt,
create and improve facilities which deliver purpose to the site, whether these are environmental, spatial or structural - the aptitude to create contemporary design which will endure until the future, reducing the act of demolishing
and rebuilding during short periods of time.

Moreover, to recognise the benefits of local-sourcing and identify
materials’ virtues, to use these to an advantage of creating a richer
design through their individualities, and to care about the audience
the design will interrelate with by surveying their needs and customs, will lead to an enhancement on the users’ behaviour towards
the outcome.
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